NOT: Checked positions have been confirmed

- Positions that need approval
- Positions that have questions

Presiding Clerk, 2019-2022

Web Clerk, 2019-2022
Polly Washburn declined additional term - may be remote thru rise of ‘19
- Clerk: Karli Wheeler (Santa Fe) - from rise of 2019, shadowing spr ‘19
- Need 2 communications assistants

Representatives Committee Clerk, 2019-2022
Lisa Motz-Storey

- Facilities Working Group Clerk, 2018-2021
  Position to be laid down?

  Cynthia Smith, another term accepted

Janey Cravens will continue for another term

Coordinator of Operations, 2019-2022 (3 year term)
Leslie Stephens, 3 years, Spring 2019 thru rise of 2021 - Carl Feitler will help w transition to new coord (may not be at gathering)
Jonathan MacPhee (CO Springs)- co-coordinator

QEW observers (2) -
1st - Dick Grossman continuing
- Historian/Archivist(s), 2019-2022 - 6 year term (Roger says 3 years)
Job descr being tweaked - Polly W. & Roger T. - mostly record keeping
✔ Volunteer Coordinator, 2020-2022
  ✔ Susan Dahl - 2018-2020 is her 2d of 3 years
✔ Interest Groups/Seminars Coordinator, 2019-2022
  ✳ ✔ Polly Feitler and Sarah Feitler (Boulder)
  ➞ Finance Committee member (1), rise of 2019-2022

✔ Clerk, Delegates Committee, 2019-2022
  ✳ ✔ Sarah Keeney (second term)
✔ Delegate to Peace Team (2d?), current to 2019 or 2022?
  ✔ Tom Martin continuing
✔ Peace and Service Committee Clerk, 3 year term
  ✔ Jamie Newton to continue (thru rise of 2019)
  ✳ ✔ David Henkel, rise of 2019 to rise of 2022

Most of these positions filled by Regional/Half Yearly Meetings - names/terms

Ministry and Counsel - 3 year term
  ✔ NMRM - Nan Uhl (Durango), clerk
  ✔ CRM - Gale Toko-Ross (Boulder) 2017-2019
  ✔ NMRM - Wyn Lewis (Santa Fe) - 2018-2021
Utah - vacant
AHYM - Expect approval 3/19 - Ted Bordwell, Tempe 2019-2022
✔ SYFs: Kai Feitler (Boulder) 2018-2020
  Rafa Grenier (Pima) 2018-2020

Nominating Committee - terms
  ✔ Current Clerk, Gale Toko-Ross, Boulder 2017-2020
Sarah Callbeck, Colorado Springs, to rise of 2019 (no more)

? ✳ ✔ NEW Pam Garcia, Tempe, now thru 2021
  ✔ Dave Nachman, Tempe, unsure of term
  ✔ Nancy Rice, ABQ, to rise of 2021
Cheryl Speir-Phillips (Gila), to rise of 2019 (no more)
  ✔ Charlene Weir, Salt Lake, unsure of term
  ✔ Risa Marie Wolf, Mountain View, to rise of 2020

Delegates to Friends Peace Teams: 2, 3 year terms
  ✔ Tom Martin (Flagstaff) 2017-2020
Delegates to FWCC, 3 year terms

✔ CRM - Barb Stephens, Boulder, 2017-2021
  AHYM (needs approval after AHYM approves 3/19?) - Bill Schoder-Ehri - 1/19
✔ NMRM - Rob Pierson 1/2018-1/2021
✔ NMRM - Cheryl Spier-Phillips 1/18-1/21 IMYM (alt)
Utah - vacant

🌟? Delegates to FCNL, 3 year terms

FCNL asks for 2 from NMRM and CRM, 1 from AHYM
  AHYM Bill Hobson 2018-2021
  NMRM Connie Crawford 4/15-10/21
  NMRM Tom Vaughan 10/18-10/21
  CRM Martha Larson 10/17-10/20
  CRM - vacant
Utah - vacant

Delegates to AFSC, 3 yr terms, before Nov mtg to 10/31
  NMRM Anna Darrah 10/17-10/19
  <CRM Steve Thomas 6/15-6/17> - continuing?
  AHYM vacant
Utah vacant

Clerk, Committee on Sufferings, 2018-2021
  Bill Durland continuing as clerk thru 2019 -
  🌟? New on (oncall) committee? - Brent Ridley, Vicky Aldrich, Bill Hobson

Submitted by
Gale Toko-Ross, Clerk
For the Nominating Committee